Fairleigh Dickinson University presents
THE CLASSIC

A Christmas Carol

Tuesday, December 4, 2012, 7 p.m.

performed by

Gerald Dickens
Great-Great Grandson of Famed Author and Literary Master Charles Dickens

Gerald, an actor and producer hailing from Oxford, England, will stop at FDU during his tour of the United States and perform the beloved story A Christmas Carol. He will be performing his captivating rendition of this timeless holiday classic in costume with props.

ABOUT GERALD DICKENS
In 1993, Gerald created his first one-man show, a theatrical performance of A Christmas Carol inspired by Charles’ own energetic readings in the 1860s. The New York Times described his performance as “A once in a lifetime brush with literary history.” Dickens will be available to sign a special selection of books and gifts during a public reception.